Abstract-Stochasticity and small system size effects in complex biochemical reaction networks can greatly alter transient and steady-state system properties. A common approach to modeling reaction networks, which accounts for system size, is the chemical master equation that governs the dynamics of the joint probability distribution for molecular copy number. However, calculation of the stationary distribution is often prohibitive, due to the large state-space associated with most biochemical reaction networks. Here, we analyze a network representing a luminal calcium release site model and investigate to what extent small system size effects and calcium fluctuations, driven by ion channel gating, influx and diffusion, alter steady-state ion channel properties including open probability. For a physiological ion channel gating model and number of channels, the state-space may be between approximately 10 6 À 10 8 elements, and a novel modified block power method is used to solve the associated dominant eigenvector problem required to calculate the stationary distribution. We demonstrate that both small local cytosolic domain volume and a small number of ion channels drive calcium fluctuations that result in deviation from the corresponding model that neglects small system size effects.
I N a biochemical reaction network, the copy number of the molecules in the system randomly fluctuates due to the random timing of individual reactions [1] . When the system size is small, concentration or density fluctuations are large in amplitude, and these fluctuations may alter steady-state system properties [2] , [3] . In particular, when reactions are higher than first-order, the expected value calculated from the stationary distribution of a discrete system representation (that accounts for fluctuations and small system size) may disagree with the steady-state value calculated from the corresponding continuous system representation (that neglects fluctuations and ignores system size effects) [4] .
In many cell types, calcium (Ca 2þ ) is a key signaling molecule that drives important physiological functions, such as neurotransmitter release and myocyte contraction [5] . Ca 2þ signaling is often localized in "spatially restricted" domains of small volume, or Ca 2þ microdomains. Ca 2þ influx into microdomains often occurs via Ca 2þ -regulated Ca 2þ channels, and the number of Ca 2þ channels is often small. For example, in cardiomyocytes, localized Ca 2þ signaling occurs in dyadic subspaces, estimated to contain between 10 À 100 Ca 2þ -activated channels [6] . Accounting for stochasticity in Ca 2þ channel gating, i.e., transitions between open, closed, and inactivated channel states, due to the small number of ion channels, is important and necessary to reproduce many aspects of subcellular Ca 2þ signaling [7] . However, due to small domain volume, 0:001 À 0:1 mm 3 , and resting Ca 2þ concentration ([Ca 2þ ]), typically around 0.1 mM, the expected number of Ca 2þ ions is also typically very small, 0:06 À 6 Ca 2þ
ions. Yet the influence of stochasticity due to Ca 2þ ion fluctuations and small domain volume is not as well understood.
Recently, studies have shown that ½Ca 2þ fluctuations may influence the properties of Ca 2þ -dependent processes. For example, Flegg et al. used Monte Carlo simulations to show that ½Ca 2þ fluctuations reduce the inter-puff time in a cluster of Ca 2þ -activated Ca 2þ channels [8] . Wegner et al. showed that ½Ca 2þ fluctuations, when considered as a colored noise process, drive fluctuation between two states of a bistable system, examples of which include Ca 2þ -activated channels [9] . Recently, Weinberg and Smith investigated the influence of ½Ca 2þ fluctuations using the chemical master equation for a minimal Ca 2þ microdomain model, comprised of two-state Ca 2þ channels, activated by local domain Ca 2þ [10] . The chemical master equation is an equation that governs the joint probability distribution for molecular copy number(s) and is a common approach to modeling biochemical reaction networks that accounts for system size [11] , [12] . Here, we expand on this prior work to include a more physiological number of channels, channel gating model, which accounts for both Ca 2þ -dependent activation and inactivation, and both cytosolic and luminal Ca 2þ domains. With this increasing level of physiological detail, the associated state-space for the luminal Ca 2þ release site model contains between 10 6 À 10 8 elements. A modified block power method is used to solve the associated dominant eigenvector problem required to calculate the stationary distribution.
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly present the chemical master equation and calculation of the stationary distribution in a chemical reaction network. In Section 3, we describe the luminal Ca 2þ release site model. In Section 4, we illustrate how accounting for stochasticity influences steady-state channel gating. We conclude with a brief discussion of our results in Section 5. Our paper is an expanded version of an extended abstract presented at the 11th International Symposium on Bioinformatics Research and Applications (ISBRA), held in Norfolk, Virginia on June 7-10, 2015 [13] . In this expanded version, we have included more detailed analysis of the model stationary distribution and statistics and a new parameter study on the role of Ca 2þ -inactivation, as well as additional details on our methods.
CHEMICAL REACTION NETWORK

Chemical Master Equation
We follow the general notation for representing a biochemical reaction network as presented in the excellent review by Goutsias and Jenkinson [12] . We describe the biochemical interactions in a system between N molecular species
where N ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Ng and M ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Mg. n nm and n 0 nm are the stochiometric coefficients that describe the number of molecules of the nth species consumed or produced in the mth reaction. We collect the net stoichiometric coefficients in the N Â M matrix S ¼ ðs nm Þ, where s nm ¼ n nm À n 0 nm . In a Markov reaction network, the probability of a reaction occurring only depends on the current system state, and further, to first-order Prfreaction m occurs within ½t; t þ dtÞjX XðtÞ ¼ x xg ¼ p m ðx xÞdt; (2) where vector X XðtÞ ¼ ðX 1 ðtÞ; X 2 ðtÞ; . . . ; X N ðtÞÞ, x x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . ; x n Þ is a known system state, and p m ðx xÞ is a state-dependent function called the propensity function, associated with the mth reaction. The joint probability distribution p X X ðtÞ is governed by the partial differential equation, known as the chemical master equation,
where s s m is the mth column of matrix S.
If we index the elements in state space X , then the master equation can be expressed as a linear system of coupled first-order differential equations dp pðtÞ dt ¼ p pðtÞQ;
where p pðtÞ is a 1 Â K vector containing the probabilities p X X ðx x; tÞ, x x 2 X, Q ¼ ðq ij Þ is a large K Â K sparse matrix, known as the infinitesimal generator matrix, whose structure can be determined directly from the master equation, and K is the cardinality of (number of elements in) state space X . If a stationary distribution exists, then at steady-state, p p ss Q ¼ 0, which can also be found by solution of p p ss P ¼ p p ss , where P ¼ QDt þ I, I is the identity matrix of appropriate size, and Dt is sufficiently small that the probability of two transitions taking place in time Dt is negligible, i.e., matrix P is stochastic [14] . We have essentially discretized the continuous-time Markov chain into a discrete-time Markov chain with transition matrix P. To guarantee that P is stochastic, 0 < Dt < ðmax i jq ii jÞ À1 , and specifically, for numerical considerations discussed in Stewart [14] , we define Dt ¼ 0:99ðmax i jq ii jÞ À1 . The stationary joint distribution p ss X X can be determined from p p ss , which is calculated as described in the following section.
Numerical Calculation of Dominant Eigenvector
A Markov chain converges to a stationary distribution provided that it is aperiodic and irreducible. Let 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; K be the eigenvalues of the transition matrix P of the Markov chain, where j 1 j ¼ 1 > j 2 j ! Á Á Á ! j K j, and v 1 ; v 2 ; . . . ; v K are the corresponding eigenvectors. The stationary distribution of the Markov chain corresponds to the principle eigenvector v 1 . Although many numerical methods can be used to calculate v 1 , when the transition matrix P is large, the power method, with a convergence rate governed by j 2 j, is typically the most feasible method with the least memory requirement.
To calculate the stationary distribution of the luminal Ca 2þ release site model with over a million states, we develop a modified block power method. The block power method was originally designed to estimate multiple dominating eigenvalues/eigenvectors of a matrix [15] , [16] , [17] , where the convergence depends on the eigengap between j k j and j kþ1 j, for a given block size k ð1 < k ( KÞ. Many studies have investigated practical and theoretical aspects of various forms of block power iterations on general matrices, which mainly differ in the manner of constructing the basis of the dominant eigenspace [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] . Since we are only interested in the principle eigenvector, the eigengap between 1 ¼ 1 and kþ1 governs the convergence speed of the block power method [24] .
Starting with a K Â k orthogonal initial matrix X ð0Þ , the block power iteration generates the matrices sequence X 
By performing block power iterations, the range space of X ðiÞ becomes an approximate space capturing the dominant information of matrix P. Following a Schur-Rayleigh-Ritz step [24] by constructing the small k Â k matrix [17] . Compared to the simple power method, the block power method has important advantages in handling very large transition matrices. First, when the transition matrix P is large and cannot fit in the core memory, the cost of passing over P dominates that of other numerical computations and thus becomes the main computational bottleneck. The block algorithm can significantly reduce the number of passes over P. Second, because only the principle eigenvector is of interest,the block power method converges at a rate depending on j kþ1 j [24] , instead of j 2 j as in the simple power method, which is particularly effective when the eigengap between 1 and j kþ1 j is significantly wider than that between 1 and j 2 j. Note that we did also consider an eigenvalue shift approach, but unfortunately, this technique does not work well for the luminal calcium release site model. In particular, an aggressive shift, which could significantly accelerate convergence, cannot be adopted, since several eigenvalues have absolute values close to 1. Further, additional computational computational cost is required to normalize the block vectors every one or few steps, as the dominant eigenvalue is no longer 1 following the shift.
Using block sizes of k ¼ 10 and 100 on a test matrix reduces the number of passes over P to reach convergence from on the order of 10 5 to 10 3 and 10 2 , respectively ( Fig. 1 ).
LUMINAL CALCIUM RELEASE SITE MODEL
In this section, we first describe the Ca 2þ channel gating model and Ca 2þ domain compartmental model. We then recast the luminal Ca 2þ release site model as a discrete biochemical reaction network using the notation in Section 2.
Four-State Calcium Channel Gating Model
Many Ca 2þ -regulated channels have been shown to exhibit both fast Ca 2þ activation and slower Ca 2þ inactivation, such as IP3 receptors [25] , [26] . The gating of Ca 2þ channels that are activated and inactivated by local cytosolic Ca 2þ is represented by a stochastic process with the following state transition diagram,
where C, CI , I, and O correspond to the closed, closed-inactivated, inactivated, and open states, respectively, k 
The channel is open when the activation site is Ca 2þ -bound and the inactivation site is not bound (Fig. 2) .
In the absence of ion channel gating fluctuations, i.e., for a large number of ion channels N c , then the dynamics of the fraction of channels in the four states is given by the following system of ordinary differential equations,
where f C , f CI , f I , and f O are the fraction of channels in states C, CI , I , and O, respectively, and one of these equations is superfluous, since
Cytosolic and Luminal Domain Compartment Model
Depletion of local Ca 2þ near the luminal side of the Ca 2þ channel can alter local Ca 2þ release events, known as puffs or sparks [26] . Therefore, we consider a four compartment Fig. 1 . Convergence of the simple power method and the block power method (k ¼ 10 and 100) on a test matrix of size 1,000 Â 1,000. The block power method significantly reduces the number of passes over the transition matrix P and accelerates convergence to the stationary distribution. Fig. 2 ] fluctuations, the dynamics of c cyt and c er are given by the following system of ordinary differential equations,
where v rel is the luminal Ca 2þ release flux rate, and ¼ V er =V cyt is the ratio of the local luminal and cytosolic domain volumes, V er and V cyt , respectively.
Stochastic Luminal Calcium Release Site Model
The stochastic luminal calcium release site model that corresponds to the channel gating and compartment models, Eqs. 7-8, respectively, and accounts for fluctuations in both channel gating and local cytosolic [Ca 2þ ] can be described by the following biochemical reaction network consisting of N ¼ 5 species and M ¼ 10 reactions,
where reaction rates are given by k The propensity functions and the net stoichiometric matrix S for the biochemical reaction network defined by Eq. 9 are given by
p 10 ðx xÞ ¼ bðx xÞ;
Stationary Statistics
We calculate the stationary distribution, as described in Section 2, and then several important stationary statistics. We define the qth moment of the ith species,
where X is the enumerated state-space, such that the expectation for the fraction of channels in each state,
Defining the covariance between the ith and jth species, 
Practical Considerations for Enumerating the State-Space
The size of the enumerated state-space K ¼ R 5 R c is the product of total number states for Ca 2þ cyt copy number, R 5 , and total number states for the N c ion channels, R c . Enumerating the state-space is straightforward when there is a natural finite range of values that each species can allow. However, because Ca 2þ influx (reaction 9) is zero-order, in theory, the local cytosolic Ca 2þ ion maximum is infinite. In practice, we define a maximum value R 5 , for which the probability of Ca 2þ cyt exceeding such a value is negligible. We found that a reasonable value for R 5 ¼ 2r, where r ¼ maxðdc 
RESULTS
Release Site Stationary Distribution and Statistics
We investigate the influence of small system size on the stationary properties of the luminal Fig. 3D ), the two peaks in the c cyt -distribution are narrower, due to smaller [Ca 2þ fluctuations within each subpopulation of channels. As a consequence of smaller [Ca 2þ fluctuations, Ca 2þ -activation events, C ! O and CI ! I , are less likely, and probability in the stationary distribution shifts such that the closed states, C and CI , are more likely. As such, E½f O is reduced, and E½c cyt is reduced as a consequence. However, variability in channel gating slightly increases, such that the spark score S increases.
As the number of channels in the domain increases (N c ¼ 25, Fig. 3B, E) , the f O -distribution is more Gaussianlike. For a small domain volume (Fig. 3B) , the c cyt -distribution is bimodal, as in the domain with fewer channels; however, probability has shifted primarily from the low ½Ca 2þ
level to a higher ½Ca 2þ level, i.e., E½c cyt is approaching c ss cyt , as expected for a larger system size. In a larger volume domain, the c cyt -distribution is multimodal, with small peaks corresponding to a distinct number of open channels, including a large peak for zero open channels (Fig. 3E) . The bimodal distribution observed for the smaller domain volume can be interpreted as the result of a multimodal distribution but with larger fluctuations within each peak, such that distinct peaks are obscured and only two subpopulations-no channels open and few channels open-are observed. As the number of ion channels increases further (N c ¼ 50), the joint distribution approaches a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, with a clear positive correlation between c cyt and f O (Fig. 3C) . The expected values for f O and c cyt , E½f O and E½c cyt , respectively, approach the steady-state measures that neglect fluctuations, f ss O and c ss cyt , respectively. In a local cytosolic domain of larger volume, the c cyt -distribution has a reduced variance, and the correlation between f O and c cyt is increased (Fig. 3F) .
In summary, over a wide range of physiological values for N c and V cyt , we can observe that as N c increases, the f O -distribution transitions from Poisson-like to Gaussianlike, and the f O variance, Var½f O decreases such that the spark score S also decreases. For small domain volumes V cyt , the c cyt -distribution transitions from a bimodal to Gaussian distribution as N c increases, whereas for a larger V cyt , the c cyt -distribution transitions from bimodal, to multimodal, to Gaussian.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the expected values for the fraction of channels in each state, c cyt , and S as functions of N c , for different values of V cyt (solid, colored lines). We find that E½f C and E½f CI decrease while E½f O , E½f I , and E½c cyt increase as N c increases, and all approach their respective steadystate values that neglect fluctuations (black, dashed). 
Compartment fluxes and bulk concentrations [30] : c
Further, S decreases as N c increases, i.e., spontaneous sparks are less robust in domains with fewer channels. Significantly, we find that for either a very small or large number of channels, the expected values for c cyt , the fraction of channels in different states, and S do not depend on the cytosolic domain volume. However, for an intermediate number of channels, N c near 5 À 20, there is a noticeable difference between these expected values as the cytosolic domain volume increases from V cyt ¼ 10 À3 (red) to 10 À2 mm 3 (green).
Relative Variability and Correlations
In addition to influencing the expected values for the local cytosolic ½Ca 2þ ] and fraction of channels in each state, small system size also alters both the relative variability of each species and the linear correlations between c cyt and the channel states, often in a non-intuitive manner. In Fig. 5A , we plot CV for the fraction of channels in each state and local cytosolic ½Ca 2þ as functions of N c for different values of V cyt . We find that CV½f I , CV½f O , and CV½c cyt decrease as N c increases, i.e., the relative variability in f I , f O , and c cyt decrease, as expected for the larger system size. However, surprisingly, for N c between 5 -20, CV½c cyt increases as V cyt increases, i.e., the relative variability of the local cytosolic ½Ca 2þ increases for larger domain volume. The increase in variability arises due to the spread in the multimodal c cyt -distribution (Fig. 3) . CV½f I and CV½f O similarly increase as V cyt increases. Interestingly, CV½f C and CV½f CI are non-monotonic functions of N c with complex dependence on V cyt . For N c between 5 -20, CV½f C and CV½f CI decrease as V cyt increases, while for N c between 25 -50, both increase as V cyt increases.
In Fig. 5B , we plot the correlation coefficient of c cyt and the fraction of channels in each state, respectively. We find that the correlation between c cyt and f O is positive and between c cyt and either f C or f CI is negative, meaning that larger local cytosolic ½Ca 2þ is correlated with more open channels and fewer closed or closed-inactivated channels, as would be expected. In general, correlations are stronger, i.e., the magnitude of the correlation coefficients increase, as N c decreases or V cyt increases, although correlations are weaker for very few channels ( < 5), due to large fluctuations in both c cyt and channel states. For N c > 5, correlations are stronger as N c decreases, because there is a reduced number of possible discrete states for the fraction of open (and therefore closed and closed-inactivated) channels and thus a stronger correspondence between c cyt and the state of the channels in the release site. Correlations are stronger for larger V cyt , because, even though for some values of N c the overall variability of c cyt and f O is increased, as discussed above, the variability within individual peaks of the joint distribution is reduced (see Fig. 3 ), resulting in a closer correspondence between c cyt and the channel states.
Interestingly and non-intuitively, the correlation coefficient of c cyt and f I is positive for smaller values of N c and negative for larger values of N c , with the transition between these regimes around N c ¼ 25, depending on the value of V cyt . For large N c , the stationary distribution approaches a unimodal multivariate Gaussian distribution, and further, the expected value for f I , E½f I is large compared with the other channel states (Fig. 4) . In this single population of channels, an increase in inactivated channels is associated with fewer open channels, such that c cyt is reduced, resulting in a negative correlation between c cyt and f I . This can be observed in the joint distribution for c cyt and f I , which approaches a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, with a clear negative correlation between c cyt and f I (not shown). However, for small N c , as noted above, the c cyt -distribution is bimodal, with peaks corresponding to low ½Ca 2þ and no open channels and elevated ½Ca 2þ and a few open channels. Close analysis of the full stationary distribution reveals that in the subpopulation of no open channels and low ½Ca 2þ , most channels are in the closed-inactivated state CI , with few channels in states C or I . In contrast, in the subpopulation with a few open channels and elevated ½Ca 2þ , most channels are in the inactivated state I , with few channels in states C or CI (Fig. 6) . Thus, the existence of these two subpopulations (one with low c cyt and small f I and one with elevated c cyt and large f I ) results in a positive correlation between c cyt and f I . As N c increases, the probability of the subpopulation with low c cyt gradually decreases until only the single population with elevated c cyt remains. 
Small System Size Deviation
Returning to the deviation of the expected values for the fraction of channels in different states, c cyt , and S, as the cytosolic domain volume V cyt increases (Fig. 4) , which demonstrates that fluctuations driven by the small system size alter the stationary channel gating properties, we quantified this deviation, referred to as the small system size deviation in [10] ,
where z 2 fE½f C ; E½f CI ; E½f I ; E½f O ; E½c cyt ; Sg is the stationary statistic for the smallest domain volume (V cyt ¼ 10 À3 mm 3 ) and z 1 is the measurement for the largest domain volume (V cyt ¼ 10 À2 mm 3 ). For all six stationary statistics, we find that D z is a biphasic functions of N c (Fig. 7, black lines) . For z 2 fE½f O ; E½f I ; E½c cyt g, D z > 0 (positive) and is maximal at N c ¼ 10, i.e., E½f O , E½f I , and E½c cyt decrease as local cytosolic domain volume V cyt increases. For z 2 fE½f C ; E½f CI ; Sg, D z < 0 (negative) and is minimal at N c ¼ 15 À 20, i.e., E½f C , E½f CI , and S increase as V cyt increases. The magnitude of the small system size deviation is quite large for this intermediate range of channels (N c ¼ 10 À 20) and is largest in magnitude for E½f C , approximately 60 percent at the peak. As N c increases, the expected values in the stochastic model approach the steady state values in the deterministic model (see Fig. 4 ), for all values of V cyt , and thus D z approaches zero for all six stationary statistics.
Next, we investigate to what extent the small system size deviation depends on the model parameters. First, we investigate the influence of the local domain geometry. Specifically, we vary the rate of local cytosolic ½Ca 2þ ] relaxation to the bulk, v cyt , which governs the time scale for "formation" and "collapse" of local domains of elevated c cyt levels following channel openings, influencing both Ca 2þ -dependent activation and inactivation [29] . We find that as v cyt increases, D z decreases in magnitude for all values of N c , for all six statistics, and for some measures, results in small shifts in the location of the peak (Fig. 7, inactivation and additionally the dependence of Ca 2þ activation on inactivation influences small system size deviation. For our baseline parameter set, we assume that Ca 2þ activation and inactivation are independent. In Fig. 8 , we increase k þ d , the rate of Ca 2þ inactivation from the open (Ca 2þ -activated) state, while keeping both the inactivation site binding affinity,
, the inactivation rate from the closed (not Ca 2þ -activated) state, unchanged. Note that since k d is constant and equal to k b , the deterministic steady state values are also unchanged. We find that increasing k þ d has a profound influence on D z . For all six statistics, the D z peak is shifted to smaller N c values, typically between 5-10 channels. For z 2 fE½f C ; E½f I ; E½f O ; E½c cyt ; Sg, the maximum value of D z is increased, while in contrast, the maximum value of D E½f CI is 
CONCLUSION
Small system size effects are known to influence dynamics in many settings, including biochemical, epidemiological, social, and neural networks [12] . Fluctuations in Ca 2þ microdomain signaling due to stochastic gating of ion channels are well-known [7] ; however, fewer studies have also accounted for the influence of fluctuations in [Ca 2þ due to small microdomain volume [10] , [31] , [32] .
In this study, we sought to determine the role of Ca 2þ channel and ion fluctuations in influencing steady-state properties of a luminal Ca 2þ release site model. The statespace for the discrete model is very large, on the order of 10 6 À 10 8 elements, for a physiological number of channels, channel gating model, and domain volume, and a modified block power method was utilized to solve the corresponding eigenvector problem. We demonstrate that small system size effects, due to both the small number of channels N c and local cytosolic domain volume V cyt , influence stationary statistics for the system, including open channel probability and spark score. Further, we are able to identify properties of local cytosolic domains, i.e., parameter values for N c and V cyt , for which stationary characteristics of the stochastic system, such as channel open probability and local ½Ca 2þ ] levels, do not agree with the corresponding deterministic model that neglect small system size effects.
We find that the expected values for c cyt , the fraction of channels in different states, and S have a strong dependence on the number of channels in the domain, N c . Further, for a given number of channels, in particular, small values near 5-20, these measures deviate as V cyt increases, demonstrating that fluctuations in Ca 2þ ions, in addition to channel gating, influence the Ca 2þ release site stationary properties. Interestingly, in this same intermediate regime for N c , we found that the relative size of variability in cytosolic ½Ca 2þ ] unexpectedly increases as the local cytosolic domain volume V cyt increases, due to variability within the multimodal c cyt -distribution. Additionally, c cyt and channel state fractions are often correlated with non-intuitive dependence. The complex dependence of relative variability and correlations on N c and V cyt can be explained by interpretation of the stationary distributions, demonstrating the value and necessity of the analysis presented in our study. Since local cytosolic domain Ca 2þ release events can greatly influence global Ca 2þ signaling and homeostasis [27] , [30] , our work suggests that predictive whole-cell models of Ca 2þ signaling should account for Ca 2þ ion fluctuations and small system size effects. In this study, we consider a Ca 2þ channel gating model that accounts for both Ca 2þ -dependent activation and inactivation and a Ca 2þ compartmental model that includes firstorder passive exchange between local and bulk domains [26] . Interestingly, we found that small system deviations, D E½c cyt and D E½f O , are typically positive, in contrast with our prior work analyzing a minimal model [10] , although this depends on inactivation rate and dependence on activation, demonstrating that accounting for more physiologicallydetailed models of domain compartments and gating is important. In pathological settings, the kinetics of these processes may be altered, leading to more frequent spontaneous Ca 2þ release events, or the geometry of the local cytosolic domain may be altered, effectively modifying the passive exchange (diffusion) between the domain and bulk. Further, in both normal and pathological settings, Ca 2þ channel gating dynamics may be more complex, including multiple closed, inactivated, and refractory states. Further studies are needed to investigate the influence of small system effects in these settings. However, the general approach presented here is independent of model parameters, compartments, or the channel gating model. The stationary statistics of the expansive state-space associated with a pathological or expanded gating model can be similarly analyzed.
